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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 1 

DOCKET No. 12-0429 2 

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF  3 

BOBBY LOWE 4 

Submitted on Behalf of 5 

Ameren Illinois 6 

I. INTRODUCTION 7 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 8 

A. My name is Bobby Lowe.  My current business address is 700 Oakwood Avenue, 9 

Alton, Illinois 62002. 10 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 11 

A. I am employed by Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois (“Ameren 12 

Illinois”, “AIC”, or “the Company”) as a Field Service Man.  13 

Q. Please summarize the positions you have held with Ameren Illinois. 14 

A. I have worked for Ameren Illinois and/or its predecessors for 19 years.  I have 15 

held positions including meter reader and gas mechanic journeyman prior to my current 16 

position. 17 

Q. Can you please describe your current job duties and responsibilities? 18 

A. My current job duties include turning meters on and off, disconnecting service for 19 

non-payment, and checking meters for diversions. 20 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in the proceeding? 21 
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A. The purpose of my testimony is to respond to the Direct Testimony of Mr. Keith 22 

Brown (“Complainant”) filed with the Illinois Commerce Commission (“the ICC” or “the 23 

Commission”) on January 18, 2013.  In specific, I discuss certain facts which lead me to 24 

conclude that electric meter tampering occurred at the premises located at 101 St. 25 

Thomas Drive in Godrey, Illinois.   As further explained below, Company witness 26 

Chanda Bennett explains in her Direct Testimony how the Company assessed the 27 

applicable charges to Mr. Brown following the occurrence of the tampering in question.  28 

Q. Is it your understanding that the Complainant is only contesting in his 29 

Formal Complaint a $147.00 “Service Tampering/Diversion Charge” assessed on his 30 

account by the Company? 31 

A. Yes.  Based on Mr. Brown’s Direct Testimony, I understand the $147.00 charge 32 

to constitute the sole economic basis for his Formal Complaint.  I would add that the 33 

Company charged Mr. Brown a $29.85 “Unmeasured Service Charge” for the period 34 

during which the electric meter tampering occurred.  Although I understand Mr. Brown is 35 

not contesting that charge, I would be glad to provide justification for the $29.85 if 36 

requested by the Administrative Law Judge or the Commission in the future. 37 

Q. What is your conclusion regarding the $147.00 “Service 38 

Tampering/Diversion Charge” charged to the Complainant? 39 

A. After an internal review, and as further explained below, I conclude that electric 40 

meter tampering occurred at 101 St. Thomas Drive in Godfrey, Illinois, and, as a result, 41 

said tampering triggered the $147.00 “Service Tampering/Diversion Charge” authorized 42 

by the Company’s tariffs and further explained in the Direct Testimony of Company 43 

witness Chanda Bennett. 44 
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Q. Please explain. 45 

A. Although I am not an attorney, it is my understanding the Company’s tariffs 46 

permit the Company to disconnect service to a customer upon evidence of tampering, and 47 

to reconnect service to said customer only upon evidence that such individual has 48 

complied with any applicable terms and paid any applicable charges.   In specific, the 49 

“Customer Terms and Conditions” found in Electric Service Schedule Ill. C.C. No.1, 50 

Original Sheet No. 3.037 (emphasis added) state as follows:  51 

C. Meter Tampering 52 

The Company shall have the right to discontinue electric service to 53 
any Customer and remove its property from Customer Premises as 54 
provided for in 83 Ill. Adm. Code 280, where the Company or 55 
MSP discovers evidence of tampering with any meter or service 56 
wiring leading thereto, and where such tampering is for the 57 
purpose of reducing the registration of the Customer’s electric 58 
consumption. A Customer’s service so disconnected shall be 59 
reconnected after Customer has furnished satisfactory evidence of 60 
the compliance with Company’s rules or terms and conditions and 61 
paid all service charges as hereinafter set forth:  62 

 63 
1. All delinquent bills, if any;  64 
2. The amount of any Company revenue loss attributable to 65 
said tampering;  66 
3. Expenses incurred by the Company in replacing or 67 
repairing the meter or other appliance or equipment and in 68 
the preparation of the bill;  69 
4. A cash deposit, the amount of which shall not exceed the 70 
maximum amount determined in accordance with 83 Ill. 71 
Adm. Code 280, less the amount of any cash deposit which 72 
the Customer currently has on file with the Company. 73 
 74 

In short, I understand this provision to authorize disconnection and assessment of 75 

charges upon evidence of tampering.  For a copy of this tariff, please see Ameren Exhibit 76 

1.1, attached to the Direct Testimony of Ms. Bennett.   77 
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Q. What evidence leads you to conclude that tampering occurred at the 78 

premises in question? 79 

A. Per information available in our records, the electric service at 101 St. Thomas 80 

Drive was disconnected for non-payment on June 20, 2011.  On May 14, 2012, I went on 81 

a routine “check cut consumption order” and found direct evidence of tampering.   In 82 

specific, I noticed (1) the meter seal on the electric meter present at the property was cut, 83 

(2) the electric meter boots were removed, and (3) the electric meter was in the socket 84 

allowing electricity to flow to the premises.  I also noticed that workers were present at 85 

the premises and were using the electricity to perform renovation and property 86 

improvement tasks.  I would also note that Mr. Brown acknowledges this “repair work” 87 

in his Direct Testimony.   88 

Q. Did you cross reference consumption with any other available information? 89 

A. Yes, based upon our records, the Automatic Meter Reading (“AMR”) equipment 90 

located at the property began registering usage on April 9, 2012, approximately three (3) 91 

weeks before my visit to the site.    92 

Q. What is a “check cut consumption order”?  In other words, why were you 93 

sent to 101 St. Thomas Drive on May 14, 2012? 94 

A. If a request to reinstate service is not received within a certain number of days 95 

following a disconnection for non-payment, our system generates a work order directing 96 

an employee to check the equipment at the site in order to confirm (1) the meter is still 97 

off, and (2) there has been no “bypass” of or tampering with the meter at the site. In 98 

addition, if, as in this case, a meter begins to register consumption during a period that 99 
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such meter is coded as “off”, our system generates a similar follow-up order.  That was 100 

the purpose of my May 14, 2012 visit. 101 

Q. You mention that the meter seal was cut.  What is a meter seal? 102 

A. Once a cover is placed over a meter base, a wire ring or plastic seal is inserted 103 

into a corresponding hasp to prevent the cover from being removed without knowledge of 104 

the Company.  Ameren Illinois installs the seal as a method to prevent meter or service 105 

tampering and to help document when any unauthorized individual has accessed a meter 106 

base.   In order to remove the cover or ring from a meter base, and thus obtain access to 107 

the base itself, the wire ring or plastic seal must be cut or destroyed.    108 

Q. You also mentioned that the meter “boots” were removed.  What are meter 109 

boots? 110 

A. Meter boots are plastic sleeves that go on the back of a meter. These sleeves 111 

prevent electricity from flowing to the premises and are installed by the Company at the 112 

time of physical disconnection.  By removing these plastic sleeves, the meter can be 113 

placed back onto its base, permitting electricity to flow to the premises for consumption.  114 

As indicated above, if these boots are removed and the meter is placed back on its base 115 

during a period when the meter has been disconnected, this unauthorized consumption 116 

registers with AMR equipment affixed to the meter and the Company is notified as a 117 

result. 118 

Q. Given the status of the meter seal and boots, could this tampering have been 119 

accidental or unintentional? 120 

A. Absolutely not.  Given the condition of the electric meter at the property, it is my 121 

firm conclusion that it had been tampered with.  122 
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II. CONCLUSION 123 

Q. Why is prevention of tampering an important issue?   124 

A. The Company takes meter tampering very seriously.  In addition to constituting a 125 

theft of our services (and a resulting loss of revenue), meter tampering is dangerous.  126 

Unauthorized tampering with a meter poses serious risks to the health and safety of those 127 

performing the tampering activities, as well as those Company employees who must 128 

investigate the activities and restore service in the future.  The Company does not tolerate 129 

these unauthorized and unsafe activities.    130 

Q. Does this conclude your Direct Testimony? 131 

A. Yes, it does.  132 


